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Joshua 24:1-3a, 14-25 and Psalm 78:1-7
Wisdom of Solomon 6:12-16 or Amos 5:18-24 and Wisdom of Solomon 6:17-20 or Psalm 70
1 Thessalonians 4:13-18
Matthew 25:1-13

What links the texts this week?
The texts this week all center on different ways our experience of God’s presence is shaped by our
own behaviors. Amos warns the people to be careful what they pray for. When participating in evil and
injustice, for God to draw near will necessarily mean a great upset of their lives as they are living them.
God’s love is one that corrects oppressive practices. There will be things that must crumble, must be
taken away, must be overturned, if life is to be made new. Meanwhile, the faithful are encouraged in their
remembrance of those who have labored for God’s Kindom and righteousness. Though death has found
them before evil’s collapse, the remaining community is assured - when God’s future breaks through, the
ones who came before will be there too. So “keep awake,” Jesus teaches. The nearness of God alters
everything and it can come at any moment.

ORDER OF WORSHIP
Call to worship
This is the ancient cry of the prophets.
This is the holy proclamation of our time.
This is the call upon our lives:
Let justice roll down like waters, and righteousness like an ever-flowing stream.
We will keep laboring together to make it so.
No act of love is made in vain.
Harboring each other, let us keep reaching for God’s future.

Opening Prayer
Spirit of Compassion, when your Kindom feels impossibly far, you encourage us in hope that is neither naive
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nor escapist. In grief and loss, you draw us towards each other. Strengthening our relationships. Deepening our
connections. Building our power as we grow closer. Keep us from rushing too quickly through what makes us
human and helps us to connect with the humanity of others. Amen.

Invitation to offering
As we reflect on all that troubles our hearts, we remember the faithful whose labors have enabled our hope.
They persevered through struggle. They practiced joy in the midst. They revealed the power of community and
the divinity of shared labors for liberation. In gratitude for the ones who go before us, the past that enables our
future, let us bring our gifts to God.

Prayer of dedication
God, we bring all we have, and all we are, and all we feel into your care. In your company, we pray for collective
wisdom. That you will guide us in the service of love. And that our commitments to our neighbors - especially
those most afraid, most alone, or most vulnerable to violence - will be renewed with fervor. May it be so
among us. Amen.

Benediction
Let us encourage one another in the slow and long labors of love.
Through honest witness to loss,
to bearing together through grief,
to remembering what still can become,
let us press on in the work of drawing God’s future near.
Never alone, never without hope,
the Spirit sends us with peace.

SERMON PREP
Questions:
•

What does it mean to you to practice collective solidarity in grief?

•

How can forming or getting involved in a mutual aid group be a faithful response to the spirit of this text?

•

What is one barrier you have internalized that makes it difficult to acknowledge and give space to your
experiences of grief and loss?
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Application
• Cosmic - This pastoral letter to the people of Thessalonica is a compassionate and encouraging word for a
community in pain. They have faced persecution, some of them have died, and the labors towards freedom under
Rome are still plenty.
How do they hold on to the hope of the parousia - translated as “the coming of Christ” - when people are
actively dying? How do they press on with so much loss among them?
Together, the community has committed to the way of Christ and is working to bring about the fullness of the
Kindom on earth. They have glimpses. They feel the possibilities. They believe in the message Paul has left them
with - this one that promises a day when Rome’s reign will come to an end. When the long-awaited freedom of
Israel - and now the gentiles converted too - will become a realization. And they have been laboring for these
promises despite the challenges and burdens that have come with it. In it together, they are left with sincere
questions about how to bear the fact that not everyone makes it to the day they are working for.
In his final speech at Mason Temple, Rev. Dr. King Jr. famously stated:
“I’ve seen the Promised Land. I may not get there with you. But I want you to know tonight, that we, as a people,
will get to the Promised Land. So I’m happy, tonight. I’m not worried about anything. I’m not fearing any man. Mine
eyes have seen the glory of the coming of the Lord.”
The ones still laboring after lives are lost are left with difficult questions - what of the Dr. King’s of the world? The
ones who gave it all but never got to make it to that Promise Land? Is there no justice for those taken from us?
How do we bear the possibility that those who loved and gave and nurtured life did not get to experience the
fullness of it themselves?
A heartbreaking question, Paul responds with what Beverly Roberts Gaventa says “has more in common with
poetry than blueprints.”
Paul - or the author writing in his name - surely knows the pain the Thessalonians are feeling from his own
movement work and community building efforts. Elders dying from the passing of time, before justice comes.
Young people dying at the hands of violence and hunger under systems that exploit. Women dying in childbirth.
Prophets being killed and others dying of neglect in isolation.
Gaventa reminds us as we imagine: “In envisioning this ‘imperial’ procession, we could not that the first wave of
people, the dead, if we portrayed them looking as they did when they died, would include a high proportion
of people whose lives had been tragically cut short…..far more numerous would have been the people who
had died as infants, as small children, as women in childbirth, as impoverished, malnourished non-elites, and as
maltreated [people enslaved].
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The author knows something of the struggle to press on when facing loss and grief while living under
conditions that steal life. And so, he does not hand back harsh cold words but neither is his a naive escape.
He paints a poetic picture of the faithful dead being present first in the day of freedom. In the end of evil’s
reign. In the birth of the new thing. Risen, like the Spirit of Christ, they will already be there before “we who
are alive, who are left.” The kindom on earth, the fullness of freedom and liberation, necessarily includes the
presence of past spirits.
“Encourage one another with these words,” he suggests. Remember this truth. Hang on to it. When someone
forgets, help them be in touch with this truth. When loss and grief come close, tell each other again about the
promises that no labor of love is in vain. That is the contributions of the saints that go before us. That not only
do their lives linger on before us, but they assist in bringing about the future of God.
In our own era of grief, where so many different forms of evil and the passing of time have taken our beloveds
before a new era dawns, when we can struggle to press on with so many losses, we find in our faith authentic
reason to encourage each other. Not to escape our grief but in the practice of it. We rest assured the
contributions of none will be lost nor wasted but in fact persist in paving our way. There is cause to labor on
with the assurance that God’s arrival among us will be the reunion of the saints, paved by the ones for whom
are hearts long.
• Structural - This text is an encounter with collective grief and how it’s manifesting among a community. It
does not center a single person or an individualized eternal reality. It’s concern remains solidly communal.
The communal future. The communal present. The communal past. And the inseparability of these realities.
The community represented in this letter would have little understanding of the dominant norms that have
managed to individualize grief today.
In many ways, losses - by way of deaths (due to anything from social neglect to cancer to the pandemic to
accidents to violence) or losses of a different kind and degree (job losses, relational losses, losses of dreams
and futures, losses of opportunity, losses of ordinary joys, etc) are treated as individual sorrows to be managed
alone, perhaps with some outside support. Dominant realities discourage us from mourning with those who
mourn in such a way that we recognize their loss as our own, or our loss as connected to the lives of others.
Not only does this distract us from the systemic causes often lurking close by or in the distance, but it also
serves to keep us disconnected from one another in the grief itself.
In a 2017 podcast, Cindy Milstein, author of “Rebellious Mourning: The Collective Work of Grief ” shared,
“That’s one way I think the hegemonic ways of grief, they are trying to tell us its individual. So many grief
books are literally do-it-yourself-help books. But structurally, some of the major losses are that the structures
like capitalism actually take away our collective and individual power to grieve.”
Here we are in the midst of climate catastrophe, civic unrest, and a global pandemic, an undeniably collective
encounter with mass loss across our entire species, with few tools to seize this opening of collective grief as
an opportunity to deepen our commitment to one another - globally, nationally, locally. So many of us have
been handed instead only tools (if even this) for tending our heartbreak in private.
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But at our best, in the church we practice alternatives to dominant norms. Like the text points to, communities
can be strengthened through loss. New futures born of honest lingering in grief and longing. Milstein goes on
to wonder of such possibilities: “how do we do that in the time we have left, whether that’s a couple decades
or much longer? How do we make every moment count? How do we care for each other better, do empathy
well? The argument...isn’t that we need to dwell in the space of grief [forever but] that we need to visibilize
that we are all sharing in a moment that is highlighting the long, long legacy of structural losses that have
touched a huge part of humanity. And through that, that we can re-humanize ourselves in ways. Through that
re-humanizing, there I place my hope that we will push out those little cracks that will potentially start to lessen
the losses we’re experiencing and perhaps start shifting things around so that we live in a world where we’re
producing life, not being compelled by systems that want to produce and impose death upon us.”
Dorothee Soelle and Luise Schottroff push back on white western scholarship on apocalyptic moments in
scripture, such as this one. While many modern interpretations have projected a sense of linear time onto the
text, reading it as if the community is literally invested in God’s nearness and the “day of the Lord” as something
that can be “measured in days, months, and years.” But more likely, and more helpfully to us today, was a shared
understanding that “the nearness of God cannot be measured in intervals of time, but must be measured in the
strength of the hope which is spreading among people.”
The nearness of God’s kindom is threatened by all the forces that would have grief lead us into powerlessness,
permanent despair, or the seduction of security at the cost of our neighbors. We cannot lose the chance to let
our collective griefs strengthen our authentic togetherness, community formed by shared desire for something
better, and thus our hope.
It’s only in allowing this moment to break us open or undo us for the sake of each other that we can resist
the patterns that have enabled and ensured our losses. If we tend to our griefs in private, we will miss the
opportunity to find each other anew. To grow collective hope from the soils of our heartbreaks. And thus, to
find ourselves closer than ever to God’s future.
• (Inter)personal - Paul finds a beautiful way to meet this community in the midst of their grief. He does
nothing to dismiss the real pain of laboring for love under forces of oppression and exploitation, the losses
of lives and loved ones, and all the ambiguous losses in the midst. While eschatologies of the evangelical “left
behind” and “rapture” type have distorted common understandings of such apocalyptic poetry employed in this
text, we can rest assured what is not happening here is encouragement of theological escape. Paul meets them
in their sorrow and provides the community with poetry and promises that help them incorporate grief and
faith together. Companions not competitors.
The attempt to escape the pain and reality of loss and grief through theological claims that distance us is
more reflective of modern dominant cultures - especially the white capitalist norms in the U.S. Sometimes this
appears as otherworldly eschatologies. Other times, it shows up in more ordinary and subtle ways, like rushing
grief. Minimizing it. Repressing it. Grief gets in the way of production and profit. Grief forces us to pay attention
to the causes of loss. Grief humanizes us which is dangerous to systems that depend on our being disconnected
from ourselves and others.
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In all the many losses we are facing right now, to encourage one another must not mean encouraging rushing
through grief but honoring it, listening to it, learning from it, experiencing it. If we do not tend honestly to
the grief of all our losses great and small, letting God be a source of hope within it not as an escape from it,
collectively and individually we will be in more trouble than we already are.
The promises of a future day where this era we are living in is over, one where all things good and just come
and dwell among us in ways greater than this, need not be an escape from grief if we allow grief to be an
opening to that future as this text does. An image of the saints rising in the company of Christ, coming to
meet the ones still longing and living in the direction of a future still possible - it is an encouragement to live
otherwise here and now, not to minimize all the barriers to doing so.
Karmen Mackendrick writes, “We know that we may be haunted by what we have lost. This is the clearest
sense of the experience and of the word….But the haunting that intrigues me here is that of what actually
was-not, yet is known as what could have been. It is because of this haunting, I think, that we know that there
is a could-be.”
The people are haunted by the was-not. The experience of enfleshed freedom for all who labored to bring
it about did not happen. They feel the way this could have been. They wish, in ways impossible under empire,
for those they loved to have been able to rest, to know joy, to live with abundance before their death. They
are haunted by what wasn’t. And in this way, Paul encouraged them, in the what could-be. A could-be that is
imaginable through their experiences of what wasn’t. A future that isn’t yet, but could-be.
Mackendrick goes on, “The future promises...but no more than that. That is, it does not promise one thing or
another, but is only the promising and sustained only as promising...The divine in the world is the possible itself,
an always promised that remains promising, unless we refuse its promise, unless it is closed.”
What griefs are tempting to run from right now? What losses are being buried, untending, kept from haunting
us into possibilities that still could-be?
What possibilities might people need to be reminded remain, unless we refuse or close them by escaping our
dismissing the losses and griefs of this era?

Words for inspiration:
“One is tempted to swat away the possible because it is not the probable and relieve oneself of the
vulnerability of hope.”
Dr. Catherine Keller
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Keep your finger on the pulse of the world
An organizer’s toolkit for developing campaigns to abolish policing
In the tangled world of far-right chat rooms, white supremacists are getting organized
Chicago Is Spending $1.6 Billion on 13,000 Police. Is It Worth It?
4 Pence Aides Test Positive for the Coronavirus
Why Black families are choosing to keep their kids remote when schools reopen
Hundreds of Louisville protesters still waiting to learn their fate months after arrest
[enfleshed doesn’t necessarily affirm the opinion of each article but they are offered as thought partners]
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